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Abstract

Deciding what to teach novices about programming
and what programming language to use is a com-
mon topic for debate. Should an industry relevant
programming language be taught, or should a lan-
guage designed for teaching novices be used? Typ-
ically, these questions are raised at university level,
but in this paper we address them from a high school
perspective.

We present a case study with a twofold goal: (1)
examining how programming can be introduced at
high school level, and (2) evaluating how suitable the
programming language Python is to support both
teachers and learners in this process. During the
school year 2004/2005, an introductory programming
course was given to four student groups in two di�er-
ent high schools. The students enjoyed programming
and learnt to think in terms of re-use and interfaces.
In addition, we found that many features of Python
facilitated both teaching and learning (for instance, a
simple and �exible syntax, immediate feedback, easy-
to-use modules and strict requirements on proper in-
dentation).

Our �ndings support results from previous stud-
ies in that students have di�culties in dealing with
abstract concepts - even though the syntax for im-
plementing these is simple. In addition, compared to
university students, high school students are young
and have necessarily not yet developed the writing
skills required for producing proper documentation.
The course was designed to be well suited for high
school students in general, but still all participants
were boys. Since high schools should provide all-
round learning to all students, we, as do all computer
science teachers, face the challenge of making pro-
gramming more appealing to girls.

1 Introduction

Computer Science in High Schools
Subjects that have previously been considered univer-
sity level topics are increasingly introduced at lower
levels of education; computer science (CS) is an ex-
ample of such a topic (Ben-Ari 2004a). The aim of
elementary and secondary education is to provide stu-
dents with knowledge needed in every-day life, and
considering the increasing role of computer technol-
ogy and applications in today's society, CS can be
seen as an essential part of this all-round learning.
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Consequently, e�orts have been made in order to in-
troduce CS at high school (HS)1 level: for instance, in
the USA (Merritt et al. 1993) and in Israel (Gal-Ezer
et al. 1995), CS curricula for HSs were developed in
the 1990s, and according to the information network
on education in Europe, Eurydice,2 most European
countries speci�ed CS and programming as part of
HS education in 2004. As CS education has become
more common at HS level, the interest in studying
this topic has increased; for example in 2004, an en-
tire issue of the journal Computer Science Education3

was devoted to this topic.

Di�culties in Learning Programming
Although there seems to be a general agreement that
CS should be taught at HS level, there are many dif-
fering ideas about what exactly should be taught.
The main point of disagreement is usually whether
programming should be included in CS curricula at
HS level or not. Many studies have pointed out
di�culties experienced by university students when
learning programming. Spohrer and Soloway (1986)
showed that a few bug types constitute the major-
ity of the mistakes made by novice programmers:
construct-based problems, which make it di�cult to
�learn the correct semantics of language constructs�,
and plan composition problems, which make it di�-
cult to �put plans together correctly�. Recent studies
support these �ndings (for example (McCracken et al.
2001, Ben-Ari 1998)). Moreover, the results from a
multi-national study conducted in 2004 (Lister et al.
2004) showed that students lack the skills needed to
trace the execution of short pieces of code after taken
their �rst course on programming. Other reported
sources of di�culty or confusion have been related to,
for instance, parameter passing (Fleury 1991), analo-
gies (Halasz & Moran 1982) and mathematical nota-
tion (for example (Haberman & Kolikant 2001, Bay-
man & Mayer 1983)). For a further review of this
topic see, for example, Robins et al. (2003).

Programming Languages in Education
The di�culties mentioned above seem to be related
to the programming activity - not the programming
language. Nevertheless, deciding what, and how, to
teach novice programmers is not the only topic for de-
bate. Equally common a topic is which programming
language to teach. According to Palumbo (1990), the
learning results in programming classes depend on the

1In the Finnish educational system, high schools are referred to
as upper secondary schools, providing education to students aged
16-19. The principal objective of these schools is to o�er general
education preparing the students for the matriculation examina-
tion, which is a pre-requisite for enrolling for university studies.
http://www.edu.�/english/page.asp?path=500,4699,4840,4845

2http://www.eurydice.org/Documents/KDICT/en/FrameSet.htm
3http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/08993408.asp



time devoted to actual programming and language
access. In order to maximize the time spent on pro-
gramming, one should avoid having to �waste� time
on discussing irrelevant language constructs and syn-
tax errors.

According to Milbrandt (1993), a programming
language to be used in education should be easy to
learn, structured in design, universal in use and pow-
erful in computing capability. The language should
also have a simple syntax, provide easy I/O han-
dling as well as output formatting, use meaningful
keywords, give immediate feedback, etc.

Pascal and Logo were both designed with edu-
cation in mind, and many studies have indicated
the suitability of these in education (for example
(Schollmeyer 1996, Sha�er 1986)). Unfortunately,
both languages su�er from drawbacks that have led to
decreasing signi�cance over the years. For instance,
Logo is seen as a language for children, and Pascal has
not followed the same pace of development as more
recent languages (deRaadt et al. 2002).

Today, C, Java and C++ top the list of the most
popular languages based on the availability of engi-
neers, courses and third party vendors around the
world.4 Researchers have found that Java, Visual Ba-
sic, C++ and C are the languages most widely taught
(or planned to be taught) at universities (deRaadt et
al. 2002, Stephenson & West 1998). These results are
further con�rmed when looking at web pages of CS
departments at universities worldwide. Despite their
popularity, there has been much debate about the
suitability of these languages in education, especially
when introducing programming to novices (for exam-
ple (Mody 1991, Hadjerrouit 1998, Biddle & Tempero
1998, Clark et al. 1998, Close et al. 2000)). The lan-
guages are, for example, considered too verbose, en-
forcing notational overhead that has little to do with
learning to think algorithmically and to write struc-
tured programs. All the time spent on sorting out
these issues is time away from actual programming.

Given the di�culties related to learning program-
ming at university level, the skepticism against intro-
ducing the topic at HS level is understandable; after
all, if something is considered problematic by univer-
sity students, it is reasonable to assume that it is
equally troublesome for younger students - especially
when indications of the di�culties can be found also
in studies conducted among HS students (for exam-
ple (Aiken 1972, Ginat 2003, Haataja et al. 2001))).
Most of the problems that have been discussed in the
literature have, however, been based on the tradi-
tional instructional languages mentioned above; those
who take a critical stand against programming being
taught at lower levels might be doing so based on
their experiences in teaching these languages. In that
case, the criticism can be seen as aimed towards the
languages and not at programming per se.

Should HS Students Learn Programming?
Prior programming experience has been shown to
have a positive impact on university CS studies
(Hagan & Markham 2000). However, programming
skills are not only important to students pursuing ca-
reers as computer scientists. Researchers (for exam-
ple (Mayer 1986, Treese 2003, Soloway 1993)) have
studied the impact of programming on the develop-
ment of thinking skills, and although the results vary,
indications of the connection between programming
and problem solving, algorithmic thinking and log-
ical reasoning have been found. Students who will
not become programmers will still bene�t from these
meta skills learnt in the process. Knowing how to

4http://www.tiobe.com/tpci.htm

program also implies understanding how software and
computers work, which may reduce computer anxiety
and frustration. Moreover, having some knowledge
of programming makes it easier to communicate with
CS professionals. In addition, we feel that the afore-
mentioned di�culties in learning programming make
it even more motivated to start teaching program-
ming at HS level; doing so, we can deal with some of
the problematic issues related to learning to program
at an early stage and thus improve the prior knowl-
edge and skills of future university students. In our
opinion, programming should therefore be included in
CS curricula at HS level. Even though some students
would not take the courses, they should be given the
chance to do so.

In this paper, we present an approach to intro-
ducing programming and algorithmic thinking in HS
using the programming language Python. Our aim is
twofold: (1) examining how programming can be in-
troduced at HS level, and (2) evaluating how Python
is suited for supporting this teaching process. We
begin by motivating our research, particularly by re-
viewing previous work relevant for our two goals.
Thereafter we present the course, its goals, material
and syllabus. Starting in fall 2004, the course has
been given to four groups of HS students, and we
present and discuss the results from these courses. We
brie�y discuss our own experiences before concluding
the paper with some �nal remarks and suggestions for
future work.

2 Motivation and Related Literature

Although Pascal and Logo have lost much of their
signi�cance, the same things that one earlier hoped to
achieve using these are still desirable in programming
education. In many respects, the aims of Python can
be compared to those of Pascal and Logo, with the
di�erence of Python being a popular language.5

Python is a high-level scripting language, origi-
nally designed by Guido van Rossum to facilitate
learning; van Rossum has even suggested that every-
body could master programming using Python (van
Rossum 1999). The language has many of the features
characteristic for a language suitable for teaching pro-
gramming, for instance the following ones:

Small and clean syntax Compared to languages
such as Java or C++, Python has a more in-
tuitive syntax (code listing 1).

Dynamic typing Python is dynamically typed,
which further reduces the notation.

Expressive semantics Python's basic types are
powerful: for example, lists can be introduced
at the same time as other built-in types.

Immediate feedback The interpreter enables fast
and interactive demonstration of programming
concepts, and gives immediate and understand-
able feedback on potential errors.

Enforced structural design Python enforces an
indented and structured way of writing pro-
grams, and the code resembles pseudo code.

Relevant open-source software Python is free
and widely used.6 It comes with a text editor
(IDLE ), and a large amount of tutorials, books,
course material, exercises, assignments and ex-
tensive documentation is available on the web.

5http://www.tiobe.com/tpci.htm
6http://www.pythonology.org/succes



Code listing 1 Comparison of a simple output program
in Python and Java.
Python Java
print "Hi!" class Hi {

public static void main (String args[]) {
System.out.println("Hi!");

}
}

% javac Hi.java
% java Hi

For a more detailed review of Python's features
see the o�cial website7 or the articles cited below.
As any language, Python naturally also has features
that might be drawbacks:

Performance That Python is a scripting language
makes it time saving to write and execute short
programs, whereas large programs might su�er
from a loss in performance. This should not be
relevant in introductory programming courses, in
which the programs written are relatively small.

No information hiding In Python, attributes are
visible by default, thus making discussion on in-
formation hiding and encapsulation more di�-
cult. This is not an issue while not dealing with
object-oriented programming.

Dynamic typing Dynamic typing was mentioned
as an advantage, but it might also turn out to
be a drawback. In imperative programming,
the possibility of assigning di�erent types to the
same variable can be seen as a weakness that
might make programs more prone to errors.

These potential drawbacks must naturally be
pointed out to the students. Although Python might
be a good starting language, our goal was to introduce
programming and not Python per se; it was there-
fore important to make students aware of at least the
biggest di�erences so that they would know what to
expect/not to expect from other languages they might
use.

Many indications of Python's suitability as the
�rst programming language can be found on the web.8
During recent years, Python has also become increas-
ingly popular in HS settings; for instance, the Python
Bibliotheca,9 a site acting as both a repository for
learning materials and a virtual meeting place for
teachers, includes a list of HSs in the USA that use
Python.

Although seemingly on the rise in education,
studies on teaching introductory programming us-
ing Python are still quite few. When adding the
HS perspective to this research, the number of con-
ducted studies decreases further. Some research pa-
pers on the use of Python in education (at both
university and HS level) can be found (for example
(Elkner 2001, Elkner 2002, Ceder & Yergler 2003,
Oldham 2005, Stajano 2000, Agarwal & Agarwal
2005, Shannon 2003)), but these have mainly dis-
cussed experiences and provided suggestions, without
presenting any results. Guzdial (2003) has developed
a new type of introductory programming course in
which a Java related version of Python (Jython) is
used. Nevertheless, although research on Python or

7http://www.python.org
8http://www.cs.ubc.ca/wccce/Program03/papers/Toby.html,

http://zen.sandiego.edu:8080/luby/papers/python.pdf,
http://www.python.org/sigs/edu-sig/miller-dissertation.pdf,
http://mcsp.wartburg.edu/zelle/python/python-�rst.html

9http://www.ibiblio.org/obp/pyBiblio/schools.php

HS programming is by no means new, the combina-
tion of these seems to be a �eld in which much still
remains to be explored. The aim of this paper is to
begin this exploration.

3 The Introductory Programming Course

Since there is no compulsory programming curricu-
lum for HSs in Finland,10 we began by de�ning course
goals according to what we feel HS students having
taken their �rst course on programming should be
able to do: (1) understand and use basic program-
ming concepts and data structures, (2) develop spec-
i�cations of problems to be solved, (3) write and test
programs, and (4) communicate their work to others
by thorough documentation.

Syllabus
According to the Finnish educational system, HS
courses should include at least 28 hours of instruction.
The course covered the basics of imperative program-
ming: variables, types, boolean logic, I/O, subrou-
tines, �ow control, exception handling, modules and
documentation. In addition, we began with a rather
extensive introduction to algorithms, �owcharts and
pseudo code, before moving on to actual program-
ming. This theoretical introduction was considered
essential, particularly for students who had no prior
experience in CS-related topics. Only after under-
standing the concept of algorithms can one go on
to translating these into programs. We also cov-
ered lists and dictionaries (a collection type similar to
hashmaps in Java); topics that generally, using other
languages, are not included in introductory program-
ming courses.

Teaching Approach
Active learning11 builds on constructivist principles,
according to which students become active partici-
pants in their own learning process (Ben-Ari 1998).
Instead of viewing learning as passive transmission
of information from the teacher to the students, con-
structivists see learning as an active, re�ective process
in which the students themselves construct the knowl-
edge by building further upon their prior knowledge.

Moreover, both constructivism and active learning
are related to the cone of experience12 developed by
Dale in the 1940s. This model suggests that learn-
ers retain more information by what they �do� (90
%) compared to what they �read� (10 %), �hear�
(20 %) or �observe� (30 %). Consistently with this
model, recent literature on active learning (for ex-
ample (Ramsden 1992)) suggests that most students
cannot learn unless they are actively involved.

As a result of the issues discussed above, we took
a �learning by doing�-approach,13 and did not give
traditional lectures, but instead introduced so called
lab-lessons in which theory and practice were inter-
weaved during class. The lab-lessons were interactive,
hands-on sessions, which took place in a computer
lab. The exercises and other activities were problem-
oriented, engaging the students in both problem-
solving and analysis, in addition to writing the actual

10CS is not included as an individual subject in the curriculum,
but is instead integrated in other subjects. Schools also have the
opportunity to arrange optional courses in CS and related topics.

11http://www.ericdigests.org/1992-4/active.htm.
12http://www.mc.uky.edu/pharmacy/edinnovation/pdf/Step

Dales Cone.pdf
13The concept of �learning by doing� was introduced by John

Dewey in the early 1900s (Dewey 1910).



code. Each lab-lesson started with the teacher for-
mulating a problem, covering topics likely to be rele-
vant and motivating to the students, including simple
games and web programming. A solution was devel-
oped collaboratively by gradually re�ning the code.
The classroom thus made up a community, in which
authentic problems were solved in a �real� context.
This can be seen as an implementation of situated
learning, a theory introduced by Lave and Wegner in
the early 1990s, and discussed by Ben-Ari (2004b).

We chose the lab-lesson approach in order to
address issues that have emerged from literature:
Winslow (1996) states that �[g]ood pedagogy requires
the instructor to keep initial facts, models and rules
simple, and only expand and re�ne them as the stu-
dent gains experience�. According to Spohrer and
Soloway (1986), �students are not given su�cient in-
struction in how to 'put the pieces together.� ' Lahti-
nen et al. (2005) have stated that �[t]he more practi-
cal and concrete the learning situations and materials
are, the more learning takes place�. The lab-lessons
were designed to make it easier for the students to
see the reason for introducing new concepts: why new
constructs are needed, and when, and how, these are
to be used. Programming concepts and structures
were covered in the order needed to be able to solve
the problem; not just because they �had to� be in-
troduced according to the order of the chapters in a
book. In this manner, new features were learnt one
at a time, at the same time as they were combined
with previously learnt programming structures using
known strategies. This approach of mixing theory and
practice is not unique (Haberman & Kolikant 2001),
but to our knowledge not common in Finnish HSs.
The more traditional way of instruction is to sepa-
rate the two parts by �rst covering theory and only
then implementing the newly learnt ideas in practice
as a separate part of tuition.

Material
A tutorial was written for each problem containing
a problem description and theory about the concepts
needed to solve the problem, also providing a strat-
egy for solving the problem at hand. Although the
course was held in class, all material was made avail-
able on a web page in the course framework Moo-
dle.14 The course page acted as a repository for course
material, examples, assignments, announcements and
links. The students were to document 1) what they
had experienced as most di�cult and 2) what they
had learnt after each lab-lesson in their private online
learning diary (called progress report since we wanted
to use a more neutral term that would not have direct
associations with �traditional� diaries). The purpose
was to make it easier for us to see when students had
problems; in our experience, HS students are seldom
willing to express their uncertainties or admit their
di�culties in front of their classmates.

Examination
The �nal grade was based on the level of participation
in the lab-lessons, a �nal project (including documen-
tation) and a two-part exam. The �nal project was a
larger assignment that the students completed at the
end of the course. Since we wanted to meet the indi-
vidual needs and interests of the students, they were
allowed to choose the topic for the project quite freely.
The students were allowed to complete the project ei-
ther individually or in pairs. In cases where the stu-
dents collaborated, documentation had to be precise,
clearly stating who had done what. The �nal exam

14http://www.moodle.org

consisted of one part to be completed using only pen
and paper and another, in which the students were to
write the solution programs on the computer.

4 Study Methodology

Action Research
Our research is loosely built on the principles of action
research (Clear 2004). In action research, practition-
ers in a �eld improve practice by doing or changing
something and re�ecting on the results. The improve-
ment can be in three areas: �improving a practice;
improving the understanding of a practice [...] and
improving the situation in which the practice takes
place� (p. 106). The main purpose is to collect data
and experience that help in gaining a better under-
standing of the practice. Our study follows a prac-
tical action research model, in which �the researcher
facilitates re�ection by individual practitioners upon
some aspect of their practice� (p. 109). In our case,
the researchers and the practitioners were the same
persons.

Settings
The introductory course presented in the previous
section was given four times as an optional HS course
during the school year 2004/2005 (four di�erent stu-
dent groups in two di�erent schools). In total, 42 boys
aged 16-19 have completed the course; unfortunately
the course did not attract any female students. The
students in our study constituted nearly 40% of all HS
students taking a basic programming course in Turku
(the center of the third largest metropolitan area in
Finland) in 2004/2005.

When teaching programming, one is bound to be
faced with a situation in which the students are on dif-
ferent levels; some students might have programmed
a lot, whereas others might not have any program-
ming background at all. There were also di�erences
between the groups: all students in groups A-C had
taken at least one basic CS course, our programming
course was part of their curriculum, and they met
regularly thrice a week during a period of 1 1

2 months.
The students in group D had not had any previous
CS courses, and due to school arrangements, they met
only once a week for three hours in the late afternoon,
making the course span a period of three months.

Data Collection
The learning results were mainly derived by analyz-
ing the progress reports, the �nal projects and the
exam. In order to gather additional information we
conducted two surveys during each course. The aim of
the pre-course survey was to collect background data
of the students, such as information about age, pro-
gramming background and mathematical skills. More
general questions, such as concerning the bene�ts ex-
perienced from learning to program and the students'
awareness of Python, were also included. The purpose
of the post-course survey was to gather information
about the students' attitudes towards the course, its
di�culty level and Python as the language of instruc-
tion. Students who had some pre-course program-
ming background were also asked to compare Python
with the languages used earlier.

5 Results and Discussion

In this section we present and discuss the learning re-
sults and the data extracted from the surveys. We
also discuss our experiences from teaching Python
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Figure 1: The distribution (in percent) of students in divi-
sions based on whether they had programmed before (PB) or
not (NPB).

compared to prior experiences using other languages
such as C, C++ and Java.

5.1 Learning Results
Course Grades
The course grade was given on the scale 4-10 (4 =
failed), and was derived from the di�erent parts of
the examination mentioned in section 3. When calcu-
lated based on the data from all four student groups,
the average course grade was 7.71. Over 85 % of the
students passed the course. The grades were divided
into four divisions (1st (9-10), 2nd (7-8), 3rd (5-6)
and 4th (4)), which resulted in a distribution follow-
ing a reversed Gaussian curve; this �nding is well in
line with our experiences from university level pro-
gramming courses. Our data indicate that the results
for the students who had some programming back-
ground were good: nearly 90 % achieved the grade 8
or higher. Although the diagram in �gure 1 does not
provide any comparable data, since this was the �rst
time we gave these courses, it does show that nearly
80 % of students who had not programmed before
passed the course. For students who achieved one
of the lowest grades, the course exam was the weak-
est point of the examination parts. This calls for a
discussion on how to prepare students for written ex-
ams: should tuition perhaps include elements of writ-
ing programs using only pen and paper? This would
enforce the students to really think their programs
through and trace the execution, test and debug the
code - all by hand.

The number of students that failed the course
was somewhat higher than for HS courses in general,
but completely normal for programming courses, and
therefore an expected result. The number of students
in the �rst division was, however, larger than what
can be seen as normal for any HS course (especially
for programming courses): almost 45 % of all students
passed with one of the two highest grades.

Since this was the �rst time a programming course
was given at the school of group D, we did not have
any data to compare the results of this group with.
However, programming courses have been given at
the school of the other groups (A-C), most recently
using Java. For these courses, all other factors but
the language have been the same as for groups A-
C in our course (at least one background CS course,
same teacher, same course requirements, scheduled
and frequent meetings). When comparing the re-
sults, the di�erences were notable. As �gure 2 shows,
the proportion of students that failed decreased using
Python, whereas the number of students achieving
one of the two highest grades increased: half of the
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Figure 2: Comparison of the grade distribution (in per-
cent) from introductory programming courses using Python
and Java.

Figure 3: The distribution (in percent) of grades achieved
by students in di�erent groups with regard to whether they
had programmed before (PB) or not (NPB).

students in groups A-C achieved a grade in the �rst
division. The reliability of this result might naturally
also depend on other variables, such as motivation
level, prior programming experience and mathemat-
ical skills, of the students. However, given that the
prerequisites and the practical arrangements of the
courses were identical, as was the teacher, the results
should be comparable.

As expected, there were di�erences between the
grades achieved by students in groups A-C and those
in group D. Figure 3 shows that the overall result for
the students in groups A-C was better than for those
in group D. The biggest di�erence was among stu-
dents who had not programmed prior to the course;
whereas only 11 % of the novices in groups A-C failed,
40 % of those in group D failed the course. On the
other hand the percentage of students achieving a
high grade is just as good for students with some pro-
gramming background in both groups A-C and group
D. Our �ndings thus suggest that the di�erences in
the environment (for example meeting rarely late in
the afternoon) and the lack of previous CS-courses,
complicated the learning process among true novices.
Moreover, not meeting more frequently resulted in the
students �nding it di�cult to remember the syntax
and programming in general. Considering, in addi-
tion, that over 75 % of all students stated that they
programmed most in class, one can conclude that the
students in group D were not exposed to program-
ming as much as would have been needed. However,
when starting on the �nal project, most students also
worked at home. Since the students enjoyed working
on the project, it could be bene�cial to let the stu-
dents work on smaller projects throughout the course
to ensure that they program continuously.



Progress Reports
We were pleasantly surprised to see that most stu-
dents took the progress report seriously. Naturally,
there were also non-informative comments, but most
students �lled out the report regularly, stating what
they had learnt and what they had experienced as
most di�cult. The analysis of the reports showed
that students had in general been positive. Coding
itself was frequently mentioned as the most enjoyable
part of the lab-lessons. No di�culties were mentioned
at the beginning of the course, whereas some students
started to report di�culties when dealing with sub-
routines and exceptions.

An interesting observation was that the weaker
students more often wrote comments such as �rather
easy�, �did not sound too di�cult�, �it will be OK
when I practice�, whereas the more advanced students
were able to point out the di�culties more precisely
if they had any. One explanation for this could be
that weaker students do not dare admit their di�cul-
ties, but it might also be that they do not recognize
which things are problematic. This could imply that
teachers should try more actively to make students
aware of their di�culties, for example by arranging
more mid term quizzes and discussing the results -
perhaps even in private.

Characteristics of Student Programs
We are currently in the process of analyzing the stu-
dents' �nal projects, and we will later report on our
�ndings from this analysis elsewhere. Our prelim-
inary results indicate that the programs have been
of at least the same standard as during similar HS-
courses given using other languages. Most �nal
projects include di�erent control structures, self-made
and built-in subroutines, modules as well as some doc-
umentation. Several projects can be ranked as partic-
ularly good considering both quality and complexity:
programs that consist of several modules interacting
at runtime, providing user guides and thorough doc-
umentation including testing and debugging reports.

Code listing 2 for-loops in Python
Python Java
for element in set: for (i = 0; i < set.length; i++) {

print element System.out.println(set[i]);
}

Some interesting �ndings have been made already
at this point of our analysis. First, the �o�-by-one
bugs� (Spohrer & Soloway 1986) seem to be less fre-
quent in students' programs using Python compared
to our previous experiences in, for instance, Java.
One evident explanation can be found in the di�er-
ing format of the for-loop in Python. When writ-
ing for-loops that are truly �Pythonish�, no indexes
are needed (code listing 2). Whereas the for-loop in
Java can be seen as quite cryptic, the Python for-loop
might remain unclear due to the missing indexes: the
syntax does not give an intuitive understanding for
what the computer does and how many times it re-
peats it. The avoidance of indexes naturally cleans up
and simpli�es the code, but the Python version might
even be too simpli�ed. In this sense, the for-loop of
Pascal can be seen as a good compromise: simpli�ed,
but still containing indexes, thus forcing the students
to get used to �thinking� in terms of the computer and
its memory. However, the lack of indexes can also be
seen as an advantage: when teaching programming
as an all-round learning skill in HSs (to students, of
which by no means all will become programmers), the

most important thing is for students to learn how to
solve problems and translate solutions into program
code. The question is whether indexes play an im-
portant role in this. If the answer is yes, the Python
for-loop can indeed be regarded as too simple; oth-
erwise, its simplicity is an additional feature due to
which Python can be found suitable for novice pro-
grammers.

Another interesting issue concerns the use of I/O.
When teaching HS programming using Java and
C++, our students have frequently found user in-
put di�cult. Di�culties related to input statements
have also been reported on by several researchers
(for example (Bayman & Mayer 1983, Haberman
& Kolikant 2001, Rosenberg & Kölling 1996)). In
Python, no input or output streams have to be opened
or closed. Getting input from the user is accomplished
by using simple built-in functions (code listing 3),
and the students learnt to use I/O e�ectively in an
hour. The same comments as for the for-loop can be
made concerning I/O as well; while Python's solution
is compact and simple, it can be discussed whether it
has been made even trivial.

Code listing 3 I/O in Python
# Prints out a question and reads user input as a string
name = raw_input("What is your name? ")

# Prints out a question and reads user input as a numeric
age = input("How old are you? ")

5.2 Survey Results
Di�culty Level
The data from the post-course survey showed that the
course was not considered particularly di�cult. The
students graded the di�culty level of the course on
a �ve-point scale (1 = very easy, 5 = very di�cult),
giving a mean of 2.58 (std dev = 1.03).

Students rated the di�culty level of each course
topic on the same scale as the course. The data (table
1) showed that no topic had been regarded as partic-
ularly di�cult, the averages lying between 1.33 and
3.11 on the scale 1-5 (1 = very easy, 5 = very di�-
cult). Subroutines, exception handling and documen-
tation were considered the most di�cult topics. Open
questions established this �nding: whereas variables
and control structures were considered rather simple,
abstract topics such as algorithms, exception han-
dling, documentation and subroutines were regarded
as more di�cult.

Topic Mean Std Dev
Algorithms 2.68 0.87
Variables 1.72 0.97
Lists 2.51 1.21
Boolean expressions 2.32 1.04
For-loops 2.32 0.93
While-loops 2.05 0.94
If-statements 1.33 0.74
Subroutines 2.76 1.08
Modules 2.44 1.02
Dictionaries 2.51 1.07
Files 2.69 1.15
Exception handling 2.89 1.09
Documentation 3.11 0.85

Table 1: The perceived di�culty level of course topics (1 =
very easy, 5 = very di�cult)



Di�culties in Abstract Topics
Subroutines are known to be di�cult among novices,
for example due to parameter passing (Fleury 1991).
Another plausible explanation is that it might be dif-
�cult to understand why subroutines are needed when
writing short programs. The same goes for exception
handling: students might not grasp why such a thing
is needed. Finding out what might go wrong in one's
programs, and recognizing the parts of the code in
which errors could occur, can be di�cult. Exception
handling has traditionally not been seen as one of the
�rst things to cover in programming courses, result-
ing in it being introduced rather late in the schedule.
This might make it even more di�cult for the stu-
dents to understand why it is suddenly needed; after
all, their programs have �worked� before (provided
that the user has given the correct input).

As for the di�culties experienced with documen-
tation, researchers have suggested di�erent reasons:
students �nd writing comments and documentation
useless for small programs, and is also considered to
slow down the programming process (Deveaux et al.
1999). Moreover, Weinberg (1998) stated that �the
good documenter has to be a good programmer� (p.
169). Clearly, not all students having taken their �rst
programming course can be regarded as �good pro-
grammers� and explaining one's programs, ideas and
logic in one's own words is completely di�erent from
writing code. In our case, the fact that the students
were young might be an additional reason: students
of this age are simply not used to writing thorough
documentation, and have, most likely, not yet devel-
oped the necessary writing skills.

Many of our �ndings are supported by previous
studies: in a study made by Haataja et al. (2001)
among students in a web-based introductory pro-
gramming course in Java, 60 % of the respondents
stated that methods (in other words, subroutines in
Java) were one of the most di�cult topics. Accord-
ing to a study conducted by Lahtinen et al. (2005),
students �nd error handling (exception handling) and
libraries (modules) more di�cult than, for example,
selection and looping structures when learning to pro-
gram in Java or C++.

Although many of our �ndings are supported by
results from earlier studies, some di�erences can be
found: compared to the results reported by Lahtinen
et al. (2005), variables and selection structures were
considered easier by our students (average di�culty of
1.72 and 1.33 vs. 2.10 and 1.98). Loop structures were
considered to be of similar di�culty level in both stud-
ies. Moreover, our students found the if-statement
easy, whereas 48% of the respondents to the study
of Haataja et al. (2001) perceived if-statements as
one of the most di�cult topics. It thus seems that
although some of the di�culties are the same across
studies, there are di�erences as well, which, in ad-
dition, can be contradictory. These di�erences can
naturally be due to various factors, the di�ering pro-
gramming language being only one. More research
comparing students' attitudes towards the di�erent
topics in introductory programming courses would be
needed to make clearer the potential impact of the
language.

Petre et al. (2003) have found indications of top-
ics being introduced early in a course to be generally
perceived as �easy� by students, whereas later top-
ics are usually considered more di�cult. They found
two possible explanations for this: 1) students have
more time to truly learn the early topics and 2) the
early topics are emphasized more by the teacher. In
this light, our �ndings and the results from previ-
ous afore-mentioned studies suggest that the �di�-
cult� topics would bene�t from being introduced ear-

lier in the syllabus. For instance, exception handling
could be introduced when discussing user input, to
let the students get used to including it in their pro-
grams from the beginning. Later on in the course, we
�nd it imperative that the students are made aware
of the di�erent types of exceptions that can occur and
learn how to look for parts in the code that could be
prone to errors. This could potentially result in stu-
dents paying more attention to debugging and try-
ing to write correct programs. Documentation could
also be emphasized more in the very beginning of the
course, in order for the students to get used to de-
scribing the goals and the process of their programs.
This can be done for small programs, but takes away
some time from actual programming. One must then
consider the bene�ts of introducing these �di�cult�
topics earlier - is it worthwhile to rethink the way in
which we teach programming if we can give students
better opportunities to learn the di�cult topics? We
are tempted to say �yes�, or as one student stated
in the post-course survey: �Is it truly necessary to
spend so much time on printing in the beginning of
the course? The simple issues will still be practiced
throughout the rest of the course[...]�. It would be
interesting to see if the results were to be di�erent if
the �simple� topics were covered quickly, and the ones
that have commonly been viewed as �di�cult� were
given more time.

Attitudes towards Python
According to the pre-course survey data, almost half
of the students had never heard of Python before.
About 65 % of the students mentioned a language
they would prefer to use, the majority mentioning
C++, C or Java.

The students who had prior experience in pro-
gramming (60 %) were asked to compare the lan-
guages used previously to Python. We used a �ve-
point scale (1 = totally disagree, 5 = totally agree)
and the results were in Python's favor: compared to
other languages, Python was perceived as easier to
learn and also as somewhat more pleasant to use. The
students strongly agreed with the statement �Python
was easier to learn [than languages previously used]�
(mean of 4.1) and they also agreed with the state-
ment �Python was more fun to use� (mean of 3.7).
Naturally, new languages might be considered �easier�
when one has already learnt to program in another
one. However, the fact that Python was regarded as
at least somewhat more fun to use is a positive �nd-
ing. According to the students, aspects such as sim-
plicity, compactness (resulting in shorter code), clar-
ity and a rich range of modules made Python better
than other languages; that is, the kind of features that
initially suggested that Python would be suited as a
�rst language. The other languages were, on the other
hand, perceived as more �exible and �hard-core�, en-
abling programming on a lower level. However, the
course being an introductory one, no �hard-core� de-
tails could (or even should) be covered.

Nearly 80 % of the students that �lled out the
post-course questionnaire planned to continue pro-
gramming, and over 65 % of these stated that they
would do so using Python. Other languages men-
tioned were C++, C, Java and PHP. Half of the stu-
dents who had programmed prior to the course (in
some other language than Python) reported that they
would continue programming using Python after tak-
ing this course. This can be seen as an interesting
result, which could imply that Python was consid-
ered better than the languages used previously; one
could expect that one does not lightly change one's
preferences concerning what language to use.



Student Satisfaction
The post-course survey showed that the course had
ful�lled the expectations of most students (90 %).
Over half of the students had learnt exactly as much
as they had expected in the course, whereas 23 % felt
they had learnt more and 20 % felt they had learnt
less than expected. The students found writing code,
working on the �nal project and �getting a program
to work� most satisfying. The lack of graphical pro-
gramming was the main reason why the expectations
had not been ful�lled. Considering again the fact that
the students were young, one can assume that some
did not have any expectations at all, and some had
expectations focusing on technical and �cool� details.

Collaborative or Single Programming
The results from the post-course survey did not indi-
cate any preference to work alone or with a friend. In
groups A-C, all students worked individually on the
project, whereas most students in group D worked
in pairs. One explanation for most students working
alone could be the additional requirements on docu-
mentation, since, as stated earlier, the students found
documentation di�cult. We believe that collabora-
tive programming could facilitate producing docu-
mentation: when working together with someone else,
one is bound to express thoughts and ideas to the
other(s), that is, exactly the same things that one
does when documenting programs. In the future, we
will therefore consider guiding the students into work-
ing in pairs or groups.

5.3 Our Experiences
Powerful Built-in Constructs
Compared to for instance teaching Java, it was possi-
ble to introduce the powerful list data type at an early
stage, thus enabling writing more advanced programs.
The students did not use the same variables for di�er-
ent data types, although this is allowed, and dynamic
typing did, thus, not turn out to be a drawback as
was presumed in section 3.

Ease of Debugging and Error Detection
We had expected that Python's easy and clear syn-
tax would facilitate students' learning, but we had
not considered the consequences for us as instructors.
The indented structure of Python programs forced
the students to write structured programs, since in-
correct indentation results in syntax errors. The
clear indentation facilitated debugging, error detec-
tion and made correcting students' programs easier
than, for instance, in Java or other languages where
program blocks are denoted by curly brackets. In
such languages, the compiler does not put any re-
quirements on the structure of the program; one can
even write an entire program on one single line, pro-
vided that all semicolons and brackets are in the right
places. Programs of this kind are nearly impossible to
check. However, such horror code cannot be written
in Python. We feel that writing structured programs,
which are easy to check, follow and maintain is one of
the main lessons in any programming course. Using
Python, this lesson is taught automatically.

Interactive Mode
The interactive mode was useful when introducing
new constructs and showing examples. Since each
concept could be demonstrated in isolation, no other

syntax �got in the way�. In addition, the students fre-
quently used the interactive mode for checking name
spaces and reading documentation.

Ease of Re-Use
The core of a programming language should not be
overly extensive (Weinberg 1998): all necessary con-
structs and concepts should be compact. To be truly
useful, the language should, however, be extendable.
Most of the languages today can be extended by in-
dividual programmers, who are also given the possi-
bility to re-use code written by others or themselves.
However, in Python the advantages of re-use are even
more evident, since all programs automatically be-
come modules that can be used in other programs.
Our students were able to share their programs with
others and re-use programs written earlier already
during the �rst parts of the course. The students
recognized the importance of also writing small and
seemingly unusable programs, by seeing how these are
used when building more complex software.

Our suspicions of the negative impact of the lack
of information hiding proved to be without grounds.
Even though the students found writing documenta-
tion di�cult, they learnt to e�ciently read and make
use of formal documentation, and were able to use
ready-made subroutines correctly without knowing
what was going on �behind the scenes�. This made it
possible for us to discuss abstraction and information
hiding, which suggests that the students managed to
develop some level of abstract thinking skills in this
short time - even though object orientation was not
included in the syllabus.

Code listing 4 Use of the webbrowser module

import webbrowser

options = {"A" : "http://www.google.com",
"B" : "http://www.yahoo.com",
"C" : "http://www.altavista.com"
}

for site in options:
print site + " : " + options[site]

try:
choice = raw_input("\nChoose a site: ")
webbrowser.open(options[choice])

except:
print "You did not pick a valid alternative."

In addition, using modules that appealed to the
students made it possible to teach the basics of pro-
gramming in a motivating way. Since the modules
are easy to use, and do not enforce notational over-
head, these did not take the students' attention away
from the programming itself. In our experience, when
trying to incorporate external packages or modules in
other languages, the extra notation usually turns the
students' focus to learning the speci�c package in-
stead. In Python, the modules and the functionality
they provide can really be used as what they should
be, in other words, as tools, without becoming the fo-
cus of attention. One example is the open-function of
the webbrowser-module, which can be used to open
web pages using a browser. The sample program
in code listing 4 illustrates a program that displays
a menu of search engines of which the user chooses
one by simply entering the corresponding menu let-
ter, whereas the web page is opened using the default
browser. As the code illustrates, this lets the stu-
dents practice important concepts such as user input,



iteration, dictionaries and exception handling in an
interesting way, without extra notation. In our opin-
ion, modules truly supported teaching and we feel
that this ease of making tuition interesting is a great
advantage for a language used by novices.

6 Summary

When choosing a programming language for educa-
tional settings, one has to consider many di�erent
factors: although learning aspects should be most im-
portant, institutions, pressured by for instance indus-
try, usually feel a responsibility to select a language
with market appeal. The competition is heavy, and
individual institutions do not dare to make radical
changes or try something new - even if they wanted
to; the risk of losing students to a competitor is too
big. Python is not one of the most widely used lan-
guages today, but statistics indicate that it is among
the top ten languages.15 But should this even be an
issue at HS level? This is again a question of what
we want our students to learn. If we focus on a cer-
tain language, we are most likely primarily teaching
the language and its syntax, the core concepts of pro-
gramming becoming a secondary objective. Should it
not be the other way around? Should we not focus on
teaching programming skills and leaving the language
to be something of subordinate importance? The fact
still remains - we need a language when teaching pro-
gramming, and the challenge is to �nd the most suit-
able one. In this paper we have presented a case study
of using Python to introduce programming in HSs,
with emphasis on programming, not Python, and we
will now summarize our main �ndings.

Introducing Programming in High School...
Our intention was to introduce programming as an
all-round learning skill at HS level, and to some extent
we succeeded. The students experienced feelings of
success, learnt to write structured programs and think
in terms of re-use and interfaces; a highly needed and
appreciated skill in today's society.

Our �ndings indicate that students �nd it di�cult
to deal with abstract concepts, regardless of language.
Naturally, the easier the syntax, the better, but in
order to truly understand, one cannot focus on pure
syntax or technical details; these can be looked up in a
book and copied into one's programs. However, using
abstract concepts properly and in the correct place
of the code is nearly impossible without understand-
ing the underlying principles of why these concepts
are needed and in which situations. Abstract topics
should thus be given more time in the syllabus, even
early on in the course.

Another source of di�culty was related to the
young age of the students: HS students have not nec-
essarily yet developed good writing skills required, for
example, for producing proper documentation. A �-
nal issue is that of attracting girls into CS: so far, all
students have been boys, and considering the role of
HSs as all-round learning institutions, this is alarm-
ing. We tried to build a programming course that
would be suited for everybody, but were not able to
attract any female student - even though both teach-
ers were women. A future challenge is therefore, as
is probably the case for all CS faculty, trying to �nd
ways to make programming more appealing to girls.

...Using Python
Python's simple and �exible syntax signi�cantly re-
duced notational overhead compared to other lan-

15http://www.tiobe.com/tpci.htm

guages we have used in instruction, and thus left more
time for actual coding. In addition, the interactive en-
vironment o�ers immediate feedback even with lim-
ited language experience, and lends itself to in-class
coding, testing and demonstration. This interaction
also supports active, hands-on learning, since the stu-
dents can easily try out and analyze di�erent solu-
tions. We identify the advantages of using compiled
system languages such as Java and C++ at higher
levels of education and in industry, but we do be-
lieve that one should remember that there is quite
a di�erence between teaching professionals or expe-
rienced programmers, and high school students, who
are about to take on programming for the �rst time.
The main goals of programming education at HS level
are (1) to teach the basics of programming and algo-
rithmic thinking as general all-round skills, and (2)
to prepare the students for future studies.

Moreover, the ease of re-use has many bene�ts:
the easy-to-use modules makes it possible for the stu-
dents to practice basic concepts in a motivating man-
ner, and the students learn how smaller programs
are crucial when building larger systems. Although
the �nal product might be very complex, the build-
ing process must be easy; using Python this is some-
thing that seems possible to achieve. Python is an
open-source language, and this openness further in-
creases its suitability for teaching purposes. Books,
course readings, syllabi, exercises and other material
can be downloaded from the Internet free of charge,
and news groups and mailing lists provide forums for
discussions and questions. The international commu-
nity may also have welcome side e�ects: reading ma-
terial in foreign languages and exchanging ideas with
persons with the same interests in other countries de-
velop language skills and promote understanding for
other cultures. In some cases, Python's syntax can be
seen as perhaps even too simpli�ed, but as a whole,
our initial experiences indicate that Python could be
suitable as a language for novices.

7 Future Work

It is always di�cult to judge the e�ects of curricu-
lar changes objectively, and the case study presented
in this paper is too small for giving any signi�cant
statistical results; that was, however, not our original
goal either. We set out to investigate programming
at HS level and the suitability of Python in this pro-
cess. Our experience has been positive, but to be able
to make more conclusive statements, we are actively
continuing our work in the �eld of using Python in
HS programming courses.

Since the four courses presented in this paper,
we have given a HS continuation course in program-
ming covering object-oriented topics and graphics us-
ing Python. As we speak, we are also conducting a
new study, similar to the one presented here. Some
changes have been made, based on the results from
this �rst study, for example by rethinking the syllabus
in order to introduce abstract topics earlier. We will
also continue the analysis of the student projects from
the courses given so far. Finally, some of the stu-
dents that have participated in our Python courses
are now studying Java, and we are following up on
their progress.
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